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ABSTRACT

In Mexico’s developing democracy, the weaknesses of the justice system led to corruption in law enforcement and the judiciary as well as the widespread perception of criminal impunity. To address the rising tide of organized crime violence, in 2008 the Government of Mexico passed an 8-year judicial reform plan to transition from an inquisitorial law system to an adversarial law system. However, the judicial reform measures alone do not sufficiently address the problem of achieving legitimacy in the eyes of a distrustful public. A further step of implementing criminal jury trials is necessary to establish a legitimate rule of law in Mexico.
INTRODUCTION

Who says crime doesn't pay? A suspected drug lord who is Mexico's most-wanted fugitive made the Forbes list of billionaires on Wednesday with a fortune described as “self-made.” The magazine estimates Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman’s worth at $1 billion, No. 701 on the list. . . . Often described as Mexico's most powerful cartel kingpin, Guzman has been on the run with a $5 million reward on his head since 2001, when he escaped from prison apparently hidden in a laundry truck.”

- Mark Stevenson, “El Chapo Makes Forbes’ Billionaire List.”

In 2009, Forbes magazine first acknowledged the meteoric rise to billionaire status of Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman, head of the Sinaloa cartel. This controversial recognition by Forbes was soon followed by another distinction: Guzman rose to the number one fugitive atop The World’s Most Wanted List following the death of Osama Bin Laden. After his 2001 escape, he began a decade-long violent rampage with impunity to prosecution. Guzman’s legacy underscores the systemic problem of corruption that Mexico now faces.

Today, the developing democracy of Mexico must overcome both a century of neglect in the justice system and the daily reminders of corruption in the headlines. The 2008 Judicial Reforms will implement promising measures to overcome weaknesses in the rule of law. However, given the current anti-state bias of a resentful public, establishing a legitimate rule of law in Mexico can only be achieved, as legal scholar Stephen D. Morris has noted, by the “institutionalized empowerment of citizens.” Additional measures that

---

integrate citizens in the justice process are essential to win back legitimacy. Accordingly, Mexico must institute criminal trial by jury to establish a legitimate rule of law.

Mexico has a complicated history regarding rule of law that at one time included jury trials. A concise review will discuss how this rule of law evolved and compare important differences between our familiar justice system of common law-adversarial procedures in the United States and the civil law-inquisitorial procedures in Mexico. The specific weaknesses of rule of law in Mexico will be examined. Additionally, the 2008 Justice Reforms—an undertaking designed to improve transparency in the broken system by implementing adversarial procedures—will be analyzed. Finally, the potential benefits of reinstituting jury trials, including the divergent reform paths of Chile and Argentina, will be discussed. While this paper will only focus on criminal justice, the arguments recommending jury trials may also be applied to civil cases and the increasingly controversial military tribunals to strengthen rule of law.

COUNTERARGUMENT: THE JURY IS OUT

The proposal of jury trials in Mexico stirs controversy. Critics view the 2008 Reform Plan as an expensive program heavily influenced by the United States. Transitioning to an adversarial model of criminal procedures already seems an unwelcome attempt by a foreign power to undermine the long-standing traditions of Mexico. These critics suggest implementing jury trials would bring Mexico even closer to a system of justice undesired by the Mexican people. After all, the U.S. jury system offers several faults that must be considered.
First, a jury may be prone to bias. In theory, the ideal jury system provides for a fair trial by peers, but in practice, this is not always the case. Most importantly, the insurmountable factor of terror caused by the widespread violence in Mexico would only heighten the bias of a fearful jury more afraid of reprisal than justice. Second, while nations like the United States are quick to promote the democratic virtues of a jury system, in practice the seldom used jury falls short of these ideals. In fact, only 1.3 percent of cases are resolved by jury.\(^5\) Despite the existence of jury trials, most are settled before ever appearing in front of a public forum of peers.

**RULE OF LAW IN MEXICO**

The term “rule of law” has held various meanings among different cultures throughout history. According to political science professor Li Shuguang, it should be distinguished from “rule by law” where “law is a mere tool for the government, which suppresses in a legalistic fashion.”\(^6\) Both the World Bank and the United Nations reached a similar consensus that rule of law is one of several key dimensions of good governance.\(^7\) The modern, most widely accepted United Nations definition describes rule of law as “a principle of governance in which all persons, institutions and entities, public and private, including the State itself, are accountable to laws that are publicly promulgated, equally enforced and independently adjudicated, and which are consistent with international human rights norms and standards.”\(^8\)

---


While jury trials are certainly not a requirement for an effective rule of law, history has shown that lay participation in the justice system helps counter rigid authoritarian rule.\textsuperscript{9} For nearly a century, Mexico suffered from an authoritarian justice system that evolved under influence of both native and conquering cultures. The resultant civil law-inquisitorial system abandoned jury trials in 1929. While today Mexico features an independent judicial branch, the system is no longer perceived as legitimate by the Mexican people. Its origins are more aptly described as rule \textit{by} law.

\textbf{Courts and the Judiciary}

The Federal Government of the United Mexican States is organized much like the United States with separation of powers, including executive, legislative, and judicial branches, granted by the 1917 Constitution. The executive branch role in justice centers upon the Attorney General, a cabinet level appointee, who heads the Office of the General Prosecutor (\textit{Procuraduría General de la República, or PGR}). Among its 18,000 employees, the PGR bureaucracy includes the federal public prosecutors responsible for investigating and prosecuting federal crimes such as drug trafficking. Unfortunately, only 4 percent of PGR employees are public prosecutors, thus contributing to the significant backlog in cases.\textsuperscript{10} Even more concerning, few prosecutors (6.6 percent) are described as “legal, honest, efficient, loyal and impartial.”\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{10} Sigrid Arzt, “The Militarization of the Procuraduría General de la Republica: Risks for Mexican Democracy,” in Reforming the Administration of Justice in Mexico, 165.
\textsuperscript{11} Sara Schatz, Hugo Concha, and Laura Magaloni Kerpel, “The Mexican Judicial System: Continuity and Change in a Period of Democratic Consolidation,” in Reforming the Administration of Justice in Mexico, 212.
Mexico has a three-tiered judicial branch consisting of the Supreme Court, Circuit courts, and District courts.\textsuperscript{12} The highest federal court is the Supreme Court of Justice of the Nation, an 11-member body appointed for 15-year terms. The Supreme Court serves as a forum of last resort to resolve controversies between Federal and State courts and provides administrative oversight, including the appointment of judges, for all federal courts.\textsuperscript{13} The Circuit courts handle appeals from the District courts. The District courts are the lowest level of original jurisdiction for federal cases, including felonies involving organized crime and drug trafficking violence. Approximately 26 percent of inmates currently in prisons were convicted in federal courts.\textsuperscript{14}

In addition to the federal court system, a similar two-tiered state court system coexists with the State Superior courts handling appeals and State District courts conducting criminal and civil trials in the 31 states and the Federal District of Mexico City (\textbf{Figure 1}). The State judiciaries are generally weaker, often subjected to regional politics with the incumbent governor appointing state justices. Further, State court decisions establish no precedent and are often not even published.\textsuperscript{15} However, these courts are critically important as approximately 74 percent of inmates currently in the prison system are convicted in the state courts.\textsuperscript{16} Each State Attorney General oversees his or her provincial public prosecutors, a hierarchy similar to the federal Attorney General supervision of federal prosecutors. An additional municipal court system exists to handle minor civil disturbances and traffic violations.

\textsuperscript{12} Additional special Federal Administrative Tribunals exist to handle specific disputes over elections, taxes, labor, land reform and crimes by military personnel but will not be discussed. See Schatz, “The Mexican Judicial System,” 203-4.
\textsuperscript{14} Elena Azaola and Marcelo Bergman, “The Mexican Prison System,” in Reforming the Administration of Justice in Mexico, 92.
\textsuperscript{15} Schatz, “The Mexican Judicial System,” 204.
While the organization of the justice system might seem similar to the United States, a disparity emerges regarding pay and professional standards for lawyers and judges. Although pay might appear inadequate—the average annual salary of a judge is US$19,512—a recent judiciary survey finds frustration over workloads but a general satisfaction with compensation among judges, prosecutors and public defenders alike. The more likely culprits causing corruption are inconsistent education and a lack of professional standards. Many public and an increasing number of private universities offer law degree programs of lengths varying from 3-5 years to educate the approximately 40,000 practicing attorneys in Mexico. In Mexico, the only requirement to practice law is a state certificate recognizing a law school diploma. Without a professional bar examination, the quality of education is not regulated. In fact, less than 5 percent of attorneys—mostly well-established

---


18 Hector Fix-Fierro, “The Role of Lawyers in the Mexican Justice System,” in *Reforming the Administration of Justice in Mexico*, 262.
academic lawyers—are members of the Mexican Bar Association. Judges are merely more experienced lawyers, eligible for political appointment after a minimum of five years of professional practice. The weak professional standards combined with the powerful role of judges and prosecutors in Mexico described below provide a recipe for corruption.

The Civil Law System

History plays an important role in every nation’s legal system. For thousands of years, the highly advanced cultures of Mayas and Aztecs relied upon an oral legal tradition in which a tribal authority resolved conflicts. While the seventeenth century Spanish conquests brought European influence to Mexico, many customary legal traditions of indigenous people remained in place. This colonial mix of legal institutions coexisted until Mexico’s independence in 1821 and the first Constitution of 1824. However, this document would not stand the test of time, being repeatedly altered by internal and external interests.

The 1824 Constitution of Mexico was based upon the 1812 Constitution of Spain. Along with a federal political system similar to Spain, it instituted an independent judicial branch. However, political conflict eventually subordinated the judiciary to the executive branch. In 1857, a second Constitution was adopted. Then, the 1910 Mexican Revolution gave rise to the third and final 1917 Constitution that codified the subordinate structure that remains today. Notably, under all constitutions and for most of the nineteenth century, jury trials were authorized and extensively used. However, the 1917 Constitution provided

20 Ibid., 209.
21 Ibid., 198.
nearly unlimited power to an authoritarian executive branch that held absolute control over both the legislative and judicial branches.\textsuperscript{24} The 1917 Constitution also officially adopted a civil law system.

A civil law system is derived from Roman codified law. Civil law is the most widespread system in the world (\textbf{Figure 2}) and differs from the common law system of the United States and the United Kingdom. In common law, judicial decisions are normally made by juries. The judges act as mediators and allow greater interpretation of the law by referencing precedent previously established in similar cases. In civil law, judicial decisions are made independently by individual judges using strict interpretation of formally codified statutes.\textsuperscript{25} In essence, each judge holds legislation as the primary source of law and is unbound by precedent. As the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) rose to executive power in 1929, jury trials in Mexico predictably disappeared.\textsuperscript{26}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{LegalSystemsOfTheWorldMap.png}
\caption{Legal Systems of the World}
\end{figure}
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\textsuperscript{24} Schatz, “The Mexican Judicial System,” 199-200.
\textsuperscript{25} Civil law systems may also use a jury, but juries will nearly always include one or more legally trained judges, also known as mixed tribunals. See Park, “The Globalizing Jury Trial,” 532.
\textsuperscript{26} Fukurai, “Is Mexico Ready for a Jury Trial?,” 10.
Evidenced by its worldwide adoption, civil law alone does not necessarily lend itself to corruption when the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government are in balance. In fact, by design, a civil law system prevents an overreaching judicial branch from legislating new laws. This provides a strong separation of powers. However, when coupled with authoritarian executive control such as a President that appoints justices, commands police forces and controls the prison system and pardons, corruption and impunity may become an epidemic.\textsuperscript{27} Such is the case in Mexico, compounded over the 71 years of uninterrupted rule by the PRI.\textsuperscript{28} Unaccountable to prior precedent and typically absent a jury, corrupt judges are free to reach each ruling independent of another, often to appease their political appointer. This weakness is further amplified by Mexico’s inquisitorial model of criminal procedures that relies heavily on the prosecuting attorney.

The Inquisitorial Model

Like most civil law systems, the model shared by Mexico was built upon a model of inquisitorial criminal procedures. An inquisitorial model differs from the adversarial model adopted by most common law systems in several ways. In an adversarial model, the trial is a contest (often oral) between active attorneys who prosecute and defend the accused, typically held in a public setting. A passively participating judge ensures strict adherence to rules. In a typical inquisitorial model, the trial is an inquiry (often written) by an actively presiding judge who oversees the investigation, introduces evidence, calls witnesses and experts, and sentences the accused, typically in a closed setting. Attorneys usually play a more passive role.

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} Schatz, “The Mexican Judicial System,” 200.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Lourna M. Marquez-Carrasquillo and David A. Shirk, “State Level Justice Reform Initiatives in Mexico,” \textit{Trans-Border Institute Border Brief}, February 21, 2011, \url{http://catcher.sandiego.edu/items/peacestudies/bp_carrasquillo.pdf}
\end{itemize}}
Just as the Mexican experience has uniquely influenced the evolution of a civil law system over history, Mexico developed a unique inquisitorial model of criminal procedures. Rather than an instructional judge who actively leads the investigation, in Mexico the powerful public prosecutor assumes the central roles of investigator and prosecutor after a crime is committed. The police do not assist in the investigation; rather, the multi-step process (Figure 3) relies heavily on the public prosecutor in all phases. During investigation, the judge may assist by gathering some evidence on his own, including witness statements, in the form of written affidavits. During the final hearing, concluding arguments are presented by the prosecution and defense, typically conducted in a closed setting. Finally, the judge ruling determines guilt and sentencing.

Figure 3. Key Steps in Traditional Criminal Procedure in Mexico

Source: David A. Shirk, Judicial Reform in Mexico: Change & Challenges in the Judicial Sector, Trans-Border Institute Justice in Mexico Project (San Diego: Trans-Border Institute, 2010), 13.

29 David A. Shirk, Judicial Reform in Mexico: Change & Challenges in the Judicial Sector, Trans-Border Institute Justice in Mexico Project (San Diego: Trans-Border Institute, 2010), 13.
30 Ibid., 14.
Many problems emerge from this model. The public prosecutor carries much of the fact-finding burden independently. Many allege their autonomy lends to abuses such as mishandled evidence and forced confessions (often the only evidence).\textsuperscript{31} Also, gathering cumbersome written affidavits contributes to lengthy periods awaiting trial. Further, the closed setting of hearings undermines transparency and fosters the perception of corruption. Finally, the court first collects compelling indications of guilt and even holds the suspect in detention prior to sentencing.\textsuperscript{32} Thus, the judge appears less than impartial with such a prominent role in gathering evidence alongside the prosecutor while also tasked to decide a verdict. As depicted in the 2007 Emmy-winning documentary film \textit{Presunto Culpable}, this model attributes to a widespread opinion in Mexico that a suspect is presumed guilty until proven innocent.

Produced by University of California-Berkeley graduate students, \textit{Presunto Culpable} chronicles a mild-mannered videogame street vendor, Antonio Zúñiga, wrongfully accused of murder as he navigates the inner workings of a broken justice system. A judge convicts Zúñiga despite a questionable arrest by police, negative forensic tests, and testimony by a single unreliable witness. The film archives his retrial by the same judge, after discovering his original public defender practiced law with forged credentials. The hearings transpire in a closed setting that resembles a police precinct more than a courtroom, with Zúñiga observing from behind the bars of a small window in the back of the trial office. Following an absurd second conviction, the story concludes with a redeeming final acquittal in an appeals court.\textsuperscript{33} Ironically, after the film was released in theaters, a judge suspended


\textsuperscript{32} Marquez-Carrasquillo, “State Level Justice Reform,” 3.

\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Presunto Culpable}, directed by Geoffrey Smith (2007), currently available on-line only (English sub-titled), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TRX8E_YboA
screenings in Mexico City. Incensed by the ruling, the public protested the decision as a thinly-veiled attempt by the corrupt judiciary to subvert the truth of the broken system. When the prohibition was lifted, the film soared in popularity to become the most successful documentary in Mexico’s history.\textsuperscript{34}

*Presunto Culpable* documented specific weaknesses in the justice system previously supported by less known statistics. A neglected judicial branch with weak institutions has led to a tremendous backlog of cases. A lack of professional standards has left the judiciary susceptible to bribery. Most importantly, a lack of transparency in this closed system has fueled widespread public distrust. Without a justice system perceived as legitimate, crime itself goes unreported.

Mexican legal scholar Zepeda Lecuona diagrams the lifecycle of crime that has resulted in widespread impunity (Figure 4). Victim surveys indicate 75 percent crime goes unreported with even fewer crimes ever investigated, prosecuted, brought to trial and sentenced. Lecuona concludes that 98.9 percent of crimes committed never result in a sentence. Beyond impunity, he also discovers another disparaging fact: 85 percent of the misfortunate few suspects that are charged are found guilty.\textsuperscript{35} As best summarized in the illustrative drama by Colonel Mark Maxwell, “[Mexico has] criminal impunity, on one hand, and no access to justice for those accused of a crime, on the other. . .the guilty never get convicted and those accused never get justice.”\textsuperscript{36} By 2008, the box office receipts of a landmark film provided evidence that the people of Mexico demanded a legitimate justice system.

\textsuperscript{34} *The Economist*, “The Uglier Face of Justice,” April 2, 2011, 53.
\textsuperscript{35} Guillermo Zepeda Lecuona, “Criminal Investigation and the Subversion of the Principles of the Justice System in Mexico,” in *Reforming the Administration of Justice in Mexico*, 142.
2008 JUDICIAL REFORM PLAN

Several previous attempts to reform the justice system proved important but were insufficient. In 1994, constitutional amendments were passed that revitalized the judicial branch with overhauls to the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{37} In 2004, President Vicente Fox attempted comprehensive changes to the justice system under the new democracy, including budget increases, oral trials and professional requirements for public defenders. While he did not succeed in passing these reforms, Fox did succeed in promoting a national debate that paved the way for the 2008 Reform Plan passed under President Calderon.\textsuperscript{38}

The 2008 Reform Plan institutes sweeping changes that hope to provide greater transparency, accountability and due process in the Mexico justice system by 2016.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{37} Jeffrey K. Staton, "Lobbying for Judicial Reform: The Role of the Mexican Supreme Court in Institutional Selection," in Reforming the Administration of Justice in Mexico, 279.
\textsuperscript{38} Schatz, “The Mexican Judicial System,” 216.
\textsuperscript{39} Shirk, "Criminal Justice Reform in Mexico," 191.
The ambitious 8-year plan is a bottom-up approach occurring state-by-state to pave the way for complete federal reform. The measures are designed to strengthen the specific weaknesses that contribute to extraordinary high levels of criminal impunity and poor protection for the rights of the accused. In essence, Mexico is transitioning its justice system from a civil law-inquisitorial procedures model toward a civil law-adversarial procedures model that includes open and oral trials. The plan does not include jury trials.

Implementing open and oral trials should improve transparency with a completely new process of criminal procedures (Figure 5). A new emphasis on due process should improve accountability by ensuring the presumption of innocence. Further, the reforms implement alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms, such as negotiation, mediation, arbitration and conciliation, to decrease incarcerations. One state (Pueblo) has already reported a 95 percent agreement rate between parties using voluntary mediation.

Figure 5. Key Steps in New Adversarial Criminal Procedure in Mexico

Source: David A. Shirk, Judicial Reform in Mexico: Change & Challenges in the Judicial Sector, Trans-Border Institute in Mexico Project (San Diego: Trans-Border Institute, 2010), 15.

---

40 Ibid, 192.
42 Ibid, 8.
estimated 40 percent of prison populations held in pre-trial detention awaiting a final verdict, the ADR mechanisms should reduce the case backlogs.\(^43\)

While some critics remain, the nine states that have implemented these changes have had an overwhelmingly positive response, at least among the judiciary. Approximately 84 percent of judges and lawyers approve of the changes. They also viewed the importance of foreign training favorably, an important perquisite for the U.S. assistance.\(^44\) Accordingly, approximately $149 million of the $1.4 billion Mérida Initiative funding has been earmarked to institutionalize the rule of law.\(^45\) As part of this program, USAID has administered training to over 4,300 judicial sector personnel.\(^46\) Led by the U.S. Department of Justice, these cross-border workshops educate Mexican federal prosecutors in adversarial procedures.\(^47\) However, while surveys of the judiciary indicate receptive approval of the changes, two recent studies from the World Bank and the World Justice Project (WJP) indicate the progress has been too slow and insufficient for the impatient public.

**THE JURY CORRELATION**

Nearly three years into the plan, the results are discouraging. According to the World Bank’s *World Governance Indicators Project 2010*, Mexico continues to rank in the 33\(^{rd}\) percentile for rule of law, still placing it among the world’s worst systems.\(^48\) The WJP’s *Rule of Law Index 2011* is a pivotal report evaluating eight specific factors of effective rule of law

---


\(^{44}\) Ingram, Justiciabarómetro, 124.


around the world with each factor scored on a scale of 0 to 1.0. This comprehensive study examines not only written laws, but also how laws are implemented in practice and perceived and experienced by the citizens. A country profile also provides a snapshot comparison to the highest performer and regional averages. Among the 66 nations compared, Mexico ranked 53rd for corruption, 58th for security to citizens, and 63rd for the criminal justice system (Figure 6). In Latin America, only Bolivia and Venezuela finished behind Mexico in these areas. Even despite ongoing reforms, little progress appears to have been made.

Among all the countries compared by the Rule of Law Index, each system has evolved to be uniquely different. Some systems effectively use a civil law code but allow adversarial criminal procedures, just as Mexico has pursued with its reforms. However, many effective criminal justice systems have taken the next step. While the Rule of Law Index does not explicitly provide an overall ranked list of nations, the scored data can be used to calculate this ranking and then organized to reach an important conclusion. After calculating the unweighted average score of each nation using all eight factors, the resulting overall ranked list of nations reveals a statistical break separating the top third from the rest (Table 1).

When each nation’s corresponding legal systems is analyzed, among these top twenty-two nations in the world one common thread emerges: 77 percent use jury trials. Even more importantly, among the top ranked nations with a civil law system comparable to Mexico, 80 percent use juries, the majority of which use mixed tribunals. This correlation is not coincidental, and implementing jury trials is the recommendation that Mexico must take.

49 The World Justice Project is a multi-national multinational, multidisciplinary non-profit organization which seeks to strengthen the rule of law worldwide. Originally launched by the American Bar Association in 2006, WJP defines the rule of law around four universal principles and publishes an annual index comparing many countries of the world. Honorary chairs include Madeleine Albright, Bill Gates, and Collin Powell. See World Justice Project, http://worldjusticeproject.org/
Figure 6. WJP Rule of Law Index 2011 Mexico Country Profile

The jury is both the most effective way of establishing the people’s rule and the most efficient way of teaching them how to rule.”

- Alexis de Tocqueville, *Democracy in America*

The modern jury trial has existed since eleventh century England and subsequently spread across the globe by colonization. The famous French historian Alexis de Tocqueville first described the virtues of jury trials in his book *Democracy in America* after travelling through the United States in the early nineteenth century. The modern jury allows a group of lay citizens to participate first-hand in the administration of justice. Many jury systems institute “mixed tribunals,” in which several trained judges deliberate alongside lay citizens.

---

jurors. While a wide variation of culturally-influenced jury types exist around the world, Tocqueville was impressed by the basic premise of lay participation in justice by ordinary citizens. He viewed trial by jury as an institution that improved both the rule of law and educated society about their duties as citizens in a democracy.52

Today, Mexico must strengthen both a weak rule of law and a fledgling democracy. Instituting significant changes in historical judicial procedures and deeply ingrained legal practices is difficult under normal circumstances, let alone amid a violent drug war that is currently undermining government legitimacy. As previously noted by Morris, “given the anti-state/pro-society bias, strengthening the rule of law must rely on the institutionalized empowerment of citizens through various co-governance arrangements.”53 Amidst this crisis, the best way to strengthen both the rule of law and democracy requires deepening justice reforms—Mexico must empower the people to become part of the process. Implementing jury trials is one such viable measure to promote public confidence in the broken system. As Tocqueville asserted, ordinary citizens participating in a jury provide a shield against corruption, a foundation for legitimacy and a safeguard against tyranny.

Protection Against Corruption

Jury trials provide protection against corruption. Mexico faces a daunting scope of corruption fueled by the drug war. Drug traffickers use bribery and threats of violence to undermine the very reforms attempting to regain legitimacy.54 The perception of corruption has destroyed public confidence in judges (45 percent), prosecutors (28 percent) and police

53 Morris, “Mexico’s Political Culture,” 341.
Crime is not reported due to a lack of faith in the justice system to do anything about it. While a longer exposure to democracy tends to lower corruption, it only does so over time, and Mexico cannot afford to wait.

Unlike the current judge in Mexico’s system, a jury has limited access to the parties in litigation. By remaining separate from the parties in conflict, an unbiased jury is not susceptible to bribery or extortion. Critics argue that fear of terrorist gang reprisal will influence Mexican jurors. However, while a concern (63.6 percent), a majority of Mexicans believe they would make a fair judgment (60.7 percent) in spite of this threat. Additionally, a jury does not serve the agenda of a political appointer or electing public. Following a verdict that displeases those in power, the jury can go home and not worry about being removed from the bench.

Foundation of Legitimacy

The justice system of Mexico suffers from a fundamental lack of legitimacy. While open courts and oral trials improve transparency, these measures do not encourage the public participation necessary to build legitimacy. Without addressing legitimacy, more enforcement tools or better laws will be insufficient. Jury participation by citizens can immediately improve this weakness. Critics might argue that jury trials play an insignificant role within hypocritical nations that expound their virtues. In truth, even in well-developed systems like the United States, the majority of criminal cases never see a jury. Similarly,

---

55 Fukurai, "Is Mexico Ready for a Jury Trial?," 29.
56 Morris, “Mexico’s Political Culture,” 331.
60 Morris, “Mexico’s Political Culture,” 329.
61 Ibid., 339.
many citizens in Mexico may never personally participate in jury duty. However, it is not just jury participation, but the mere existence of the process that is important to inspire collective confidence.

First, the personal experiences of even a few participants can spread quickly through social and familial networks, with media coverage accelerating the process. Second, with jury trial as an alternative for the accused, the longstanding power of the prosecutor in Mexico—trusted only slightly more than police—is transferred to the criminal defendant. A defendant may wield the protection of a jury trial as a bargaining chip, forcing the prosecutor to more carefully evaluate the evidence before proceeding, consider an ADR mechanism such as a plea bargain, or dismiss the case. The existence of juries applies more pressure on both the prosecutor and defender to get it right before going to trial. Legal scholars have long agreed that the jury trial endows a “ritual by which the faith of the community in the administration of criminal justice is maintained.”

Safeguard Against Tyranny

Finally, the modern jury system has taken hold around the world as a safeguard against tyranny. During the 1735 trial of John Zenger, a New York newspaper printer accused by the British Governor of libel, a jury acquitted the colonist despite the explicit direction of the judge. This landmark incident not only ignited the sparks of a coming revolution but also demonstrated the power of a jury system to check excessive government power. Not surprisingly, the recent Democracy Index 2010 report shows all 54 nations

---

63 Ibid.
categorized as “authoritarian regimes” have no juries. History shows that when these regimes rise to power—including the Bolsheviks in Russia, the Nazis in Germany, and the PRI in Mexico—juries are abolished. Conversely, when democracy takes hold, juries tend to appear. Their presence even increases participation in the electoral process. A recent wave of nations—including Argentina, Spain, South Korea and Japan—are currently embracing the jury to strengthen democracy.

The tale of Chile and Argentina also provides Mexico a cautionary lesson among Latin America countries. In the 1980s, both nations emerged from authoritarian rule into a democracy and pursued similar justice reforms to move from inquisitorial to adversarial procedures. Chile advanced reforms on several fronts by dismantling the institutional legacies of corruption and implementing jury trials. Argentina neglected such liberal reforms and stopped short of jury trials. Instead, Argentina returned to an earlier debate that concluded “the jury depends on people viewing themselves as the rulers, not the ruled” and determined the public was not ready. Fortunately, Mexico does not face the same ambiguity as Argentina. Despite claims to the contrary, a recent study revealed strong support for jury trials by the majority of Mexican people. Today, Chile has a rule of law ranked among the top nations in the world that acts more swiftly and resolves more cases than before. Meanwhile, despite over a decade since adversarial reforms, Argentina continues to suffer from deepened cultural toleration for corruption and has recently turned

71 Fukurai, “Is Mexico Ready for a Jury Trial?,” 43.
back to jury trials in a desperate search for a solution. Mexico must learn from Argentina’s missed opportunity.

CONCLUSION

After a history of authoritarian rule, Mexico’s new democracy has confronted many significant challenges and must continue to reform weaknesses in its justice system to build a legitimate rule of law. The 2008 Reform Plan has overcome opposition among the judiciary and offers promising changes through open and oral trial procedures and alternative dispute resolution. These significant measures will improve transparency and reduce case backlogs currently crippling the justice system. While new laws are not desired, new regulations are critical. Action must be taken to improve professional standards among the judiciary. These measures include standardized law school education, certification by bar exams and mandatory membership in the Mexican Bar Association. With a judiciary receptive to change, the time to implement these reforms is now. While these actions will improve legitimacy over time, the most important reform today is reinstituting jury trials.

The rule of law finds origins rooted in culture and customs. Mexico has developed a unique civil law system. However, as evidenced by the worldwide acceptance among the top-ranked civil law states, jury trials are compatible with Mexican justice and a familiar part of its past. By allowing citizens to return to the process, jury trials will provide the means to overcome corruption and strengthen democracy. A mixed tribunal seems the most apparent answer; however, careful consideration by Mexico will be required to determine the best solution.

---

73 Bailey, “Reforming the Administration of Justice in Mexico,” 498.
Finally, implementing a jury system incurs costs that cannot be ignored. Initial investments include the renovation of courts and education of the judiciary. The additional operating expenses to select, compensate, and accommodate juries must also be considered. For example, the state of New York incurs over $4 million annually just to accommodate and compensate jury members.\textsuperscript{74} However, this is less than $5 million reward offered for one Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman and pales in comparison to the societal damage he has caused. The benefits of establishing a legitimate rule of law in Mexico far outweigh the cost.

\textsuperscript{74} Park, “The Globalizing Jury Trial: Korea,” 539.
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